


Erika Buzzo, aka Erica Romeo, was born on September 1st of 1982 in Biella, the city where
she took her first musical steps and where she started sketching her artistic career as a
singer songwriter. 
After several years spent in Rome, Dublin and Milan, in 2014 she composed the ballad “Little
Corner”, soundtrack of the web movie “I love my guitar”  Ibanez Guitar: the song is part of the
EP entitled “White Fever”, made by producer Federico Altamura and published in 2015 under
the British Label: Oracle Records Ltd.
She started a long process of studying and listening, of writing and composition, where she
leaves the guitar and begins to compose using the keyboard.
From 2015 until July of 2016 she led the project on different stages: she participated at Arci
“Music in mid stream” as Opening act for Vanessa Peters, she played at Meeting del Mare and at 
the Carroponte, as opening act of the American songwriter Lissie. A special reminder also for 
the Mei (Italian Meeting of Independent Label), the Reload Sound
Festival in Biella and A Night like this Festival in Ivrea.
Since September 2015 she is working with musicians Andrea and Daniele Cocilovo, where
she developed a sound increasingly less tied to folk music, more electro and pop, and with a
big international breath.

The new album entitled “Beyond the nettles burn”, will be published on the end of 
January 2017.
The EP starts with “Reconstructive memory”, a unique introduction that outlines the first
notes with nostalgic voice and explodes with the energetic second track “You’re gonna go”,
where Erica talks about the ability to make a decision with determination and without regrets:
The atmosphere becomes more dreamy in “Daisy” and “Go (floating in the rain)”, while
with “Blue Moon” we get a sound inspired by oriental music and lyrics that tells us about
spirituality and tradition.
The EP continues with a groove in “Paradise”, which gives significance to the new wave and
keeps us on the move with its slap bass. It ends with the last track,”The Wanderer” which
talks about travel and finding love.
The title “Beyond the Nettles Burn” elaborates the desire to move forward, overcoming
difficult moments in life with confidence.



PRIVATE STREAMING LINK //\\

LISTEN “BEYOND THE BURNS OF THE NETTLES” (DON’T SHARE THE LINK)

WATCH THE NEW VIDEO “ YOU’RE GONNA GO”

CONTACT //\\
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FACEBOOK

TWITTER

http://soundcloud.com/ericaromeo/sets/beyond-the-nettles-burn/s-6JVSo
http://www.ericaromeo.com/
http://www.facebook.com/ericaromeomusic
http://twitter.com/ericaromeosongs

